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Abstract. This paper presents a bio-inspired approach for optical flow data interpretation based on fuzzy inference decision making for visual mobile robot navigation. The interpretation results of regionally averaged optical flow patterns with pyramid segmentation of the optical flow field deliver fuzzy topological and topographic information of the surrounding environment (topological structure from motion). It allows a topological localization in a global map as well as controlled locomotion (obstacle avoidance, goal seeking) in a changing and dynamic environment. The topological optical flow processing is embedded in a behavior based mobile robot navigation system which uses only a mono-camera as primary navigation sensor. The paper discusses the optical flow processing approach as well as the rule based fuzzy inference algorithms used. The implemented algorithms have been tested successfully with synthetic image data for a first verification and parameter tuning as well as in a real office environment with real image data.
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1. Introduction

Visual based mobile robot navigation has become very popular in the past two decades, because of its perceptual simplicity which needs at minimum only a mono-camera as main navigation sensor. The classical approach for solving the navigation problem of “…determining and maintaining a course or trajectory to a goal location” (Franz and Mallot 2000) is based on metric reconstruction of the robots pose (position and orientation), metric modeling of the environment, metric path planning and locomotion control. These engineering solutions to a basic biological problem show considerable differences to biological solutions. Therefore a lot of effort has been invested in the past two decades for copying biological solutions to man built robotic machines, see (Franz and Mallot 2000) for a rather comprehensive review on biomimetic robotic navigation engineering solutions.

The current paper investigates a visual navigation approach for autonomous mobile robots (AMR) which adopts two successful biological principles: optical flow navigation and behavior based control.

Optical flow (OF) navigation is based on the motion of image points in camera images recorded from a moving camera. It employs so-called “motion stereo” from mono-camera images and it is investigated for more than three decades very extensively for robotic vehicle navigation applications. The optical flow field allows reconstructing camera and hence robotic vehicle egomotion parameters as well as 3D structure from the environment. The classical OF navigation solutions provide for both egomotion and structure from motion determination pure metric model solutions (Prazdny 1980), (Tian et al. 1996), (Zucchelli et al. 2002), (Janschek et al. 2006).

Biomimetic OF navigation solutions use often some global or regionally averaged OF field information such as balancing of the image flow for flight in a corridor or evaluating the maximal flow for nearest obstacle detection (Coombs and Roberts 1993), (Duchon and Warren 1994), smoothed centring between averaged object distances (Santos-Victor et al. 1995) or optical flow divergence processing for obstacle avoidance (Zufferey and Floreano 2006). Although these mentioned solutions are inherently biomimetic from their approach, they are based on more or less classical quantitative decision making implementations.

Behavior-based control has grown out of a combination of theories from ethology, control theory and artificial intelligence (Arkin, 1999).
Each of primitive behaviors is designed to carry out a single control policy or goal. In order to achieve autonomy, the AMR must be capable of achieving multiple goals whose priorities might change with time. Therefore a controller must actualize several primitive behaviors that can be integrated to accomplish different control objectives.

A hierarchical architecture of imaging sensor-based behaviors was introduced by (Tunstel, 1996). This conceptual model of an intelligent behavior system may be organized as shown in Fig. 1. The general robot behavior is decomposed into a bottom-up hierarchy of increased behavioral complexity in which activity at a given level is dependent upon behaviors at the levels below. A collection of primitive behaviors resides at the lowest level which is referred to the primitive level (Vadakkepat et al., 2004). These are simple, self-contained behaviors that serve a single purpose by operating in a reactive fashion. Such inherently biomimetic behavior concepts can be very efficiently implemented by fuzzy logic paradigms, e.g. (Yung and Ye 1999).

![Fig. 1. Hierarchy of intelligent behavior system](image)

The current paper shows, how also the optical flow interpretation can be integrated as a self-contained fuzzy inference system with clear interfaces to path planning and motion control inference systems. The interpretation results of regionally averaged optical flow patterns deliver fuzzy topological information of the surrounding environment. It allows topological localization in a global map as well as controlled locomotion (obstacle avoidance, goal seeking) in a changing and dynamic environment.

### 2. Behavior based visual navigation system architecture

The general architecture of the visual navigation system for behavior-based robot control with fuzzy inference systems (FIS) underlying the current paper is shown in Fig. 2.

As shown in Fig. 2 the visual navigation system uses basically imaging information from a monocamera (Cam) mounted on an autonomous mobile robot (AMR), which enables the robot to see and recognize landmarks from single images as well as optical flow (OF) information from image sequences.

![Fig. 2. General structure of the visual navigation system for behavior-based robot control with Fuzzy Inference Systems](image)

High level image navigation information is derived from two computer vision processors, the Feature Recognition Processor and the Optical Flow Processor. In our work we are focusing on topological image interpretation rather than usually performed metric interpretation. The topological features are serving for relative pose estimation and path planning within a topological map, whereas from the optical flow raw data is derived topological 3D-information in the local camera coordinate system (motion stereo, topological local depth map). The latter high level information is used for obstacle avoidance and short view path planning.

As only the optical flow components resulting from pure camera translation contain 3D information, it is recommendable to use some auxiliary sensor (AUX), e.g. rate gyroscope or odometry in combination with a vehicle kinematics model, for correcting the raw optical flow for rotation.

The complete AMR navigation and control algorithms are implemented in a bio inspired way using Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS) at different levels of operation.

The Optical Flow Fuzzy Inference System (OFFIS) executes the topological OF interpretation to determine information on position and direction of obstacles and elementary situations of the environment, e.g. doors, corridors, corners, walls. The Path Planning FIS (PAPFIS) uses information of a topological map, topological features and topological OF information for creating a sequence of waypoints considered as an anticipated path for a go-to-XY behavior (outer loop in Fig. 2).

Information from the OF interpretation about elementary situations of environment will help the
robot to deal with two problems of path planning, which are global and dynamic path planning. The first problem – global path planning - is a solution to plan a path when locations of dangers, e.g. stairs, pillars, are known a priori from the topological map; the second problem – dynamic path planning - is a solution to change the path, when the robot senses a danger point within its own perception range.

In addition to path planning, the result of the OF interpretation is also necessary for short term intelligent motion control, e.g. obstacle avoidance (inner loop in Fig. 2). The Motion FIS (MOFIS) acts autonomously for short term - short range motion control, taking into account topological 3D information from the OFFIS - and medium term path goals from PAPFIS. The MOFIS is initiating some primitive behaviors such as obstacle avoidance, follow wall, emergency etc., depending on the detected situation.

Actually there maybe some competitive primitive behaviors selected at a moment from the result of the OF interpretation. The MOFIS will perform a fusion of primitive behaviors based on a fuzzy behavior-based command fusion mechanism (Pirjanian, 1999).

The Locomotion Control Module (LOCOM) finally processes the fused MOFIS commands and realizes the locomotion in terms of locally controlled translation and angular velocities as usually implemented in AMR platforms.

Thus the behavior based visual navigation system employs a classical cascaded feedback control structure with topological information derived from mono-camera data. The main decisions are performed within a modular Fuzzy Inference Systems architecture.

3. Determining Optical Flow

Optical flow is the distribution of apparent velocities of movement of brightness patterns in an image (Horn and Schunck, 1981) and it arises from relative motion of objects and an observer (camera, robot). Hence it is possible calculating an optical flow (OF) field from sequential image pairs captured by a mono-camera mounted on the AMR.

The observed optical flow superposes image flow from both translational and rotational camera motion. As only the translational OF component contains 3D information (motion stereo), it is mandatory to remove the rotational component before starting the 3D OF processing (Prazdny, 1980). This is most easily done by using auxiliary angular rate information (gyroscope) in an equivalent way as a fly compensates with its head for rotations detected by its halters (Nalbach and Hengstenberg, 1994).

For the determination of optical flow a large number of different approaches have been investigated in the past three decades, e.g. (Beauchemin and Barron, 1995), (Liu et al., 1998).

High performance and yet compact solutions for mobile robot applications have been reported recently on the basis of FPGA technology e.g. (Diaz et al., 2006) or optical correlator technology (Tchernykh et al., 2006). Of particular interest are methods which could provide real-time performances with some acceptable accuracy degradation for sake of compactness and computation speed such as a simple 1D-camera solution (Zufferey and Floreano, 2006) or special VLSI chip (Barrows and Neely, 2000).

To cope with the bio-inspired approach, the OF computation should take into account an equally spaced, but more or less sparse and corrupted OF field. For the investigations and experimental work discussed in the current paper it has been used a regular image segmentation with fixed window (segment) size. Determination of optical flow vectors has been performed by a 2D-correlation block-matching algorithm (Tchernykh, 2006).

Examples for typical OF fields from synthetic images used in this paper are shown in Fig. 3 (a more detailed discussion on synthetic and real images OF generation is performed in chapter 6).

4. Classification of optical flow patterns

4.1. Topological structure from motion

The general optical flow classification approach follows the “structure from motion” paradigm. It uses the fact, that two images captured at different locations (at two different time instants assuming nonzero AMR velocity) show a spatial disparity of corresponding image points, which allows constructing a local depth map of the observed environment. Classical structure from motion reconstruction retrieves metric information, e.g. (Zucchelli, 2002), at the expense of considerable high computational effort and the need for additional scaling information.

The topological structure from motion approach proposed in this paper uses more qualitative 3D information on the environment. A fuzzy classification delivers 3D information in a
topological sense, that topographic and certain 3D object relationships including rough distance estimates are retrieved from the OF patterns.

The current fuzzy inference data base works with reference patterns for typical structured indoor environments.

### 4.2. Averaged OF vector metrics

Qualitative optical flow classification is related quite intuitively with some averaged metrics over certain flow field regions. Biological analogies confirm this assumption and show a certain mutual interdependence between average direction and magnitude vs. variations of OF patterns. Flying insects are centering the flight path in corridors by balancing left and right OF (Srinivasan et al., 1991) and honey bees are regulating flight speed by trying to keep the overall image motion as constant as possible (Srinivasan et al., 1996). Biomimetic experiments also profited from averaging OF fields to gain robustness and smoothness of motion, e.g. centring motion between average object distances (Santos-Victor et al., 1995). Averaging in general reduces stochastic errors in OF determination and provides smoothing of 3D artefacts in the image flow.

Possible averaged OF vector metrics include classical statistical metrics like mean (1-st moment), variance (2-nd moment) or the OF-divergence (Zufferey and Floreano, 2006). The latter metrics was shown to be computable in an efficient way by using vector calculus properties in combination with special OF field arrangements (Poggio et al., 1991). For the current investigations the classical statistical metrics mean and variance have been adopted for OF field classification in the following manner:

- average OF magnitude and direction
  
  \[
  \mu_U = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} u_i \quad \text{and} \quad \mu_V = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} v_i
  \]

- variation of OF magnitude and direction (OF field homogeneity)

  \[
  \sigma_U^2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\mu_U - u_i)^2 \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_V^2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\mu_V - v_i)^2
  \]

where:
- \(u, v\) are length of a vector mapping into axis U resp. V “see Fig. 4”;
- \(\mu_U\) and \(\mu_V\) are mean values of the OF vector projections on axis U resp. V averaged over area A;
- \(\sigma_U^2\) and \(\sigma_V^2\) are the variances of the OF vector projections on axis U resp. V in area A;
- \(N\) is the number of the OF vectors in area A.

The averaging areas are chosen as the four quadrants P1, P2, P3 and P4 of the rectangular camera image as shown in Fig. 4.

### 4.3. Hierarchical segmentation

The standard pyramid approach has been adopted for a hierarchical segmentation of the OF field to get more structural details from the surrounding environment.

The top level layer 1 represents the four basic OF field quadrants (P1, P2, P3, P4) as shown in Fig. 4a. If more details in any layer 1 quadrant are under consideration, this OF quadrant can be decomposed in further layer 2 sub-segments sP1x, sP2x, sP3x and sP4x with \(x=1,2,3,4\) any of the layer 1 quadrants. In Fig. 4b the segmentation of OF layer 2 for quadrant P4 is sketched as an example.

It is obvious that this zooming-in feature delivers more detailed structural insight at the cost of increased computational effort. Experimental investigations have shown that the pyramid architecture with two layers and sole mean OF vector metrics gives at least the same or even better classification results than a single layer approach with mean and variance OF vector metrics.

The redundancy between mean vector classification at level 2 and variance computation at level 1 is quite obvious, because both approaches are analyzing the variations of the OF field in the area under consideration.

As the computation of the mean metrics is less computational costly and mean classification is also very efficient, the two layer pyramid architecture with mean OF vector metrics has been adopted as baseline for the further investigations.
4.4. Properties of some standard objects

A situation group includes walls, corners, doors and corridors, which are specific objects of buildings. The next section will describe the general properties of the situation group.

![Fig. 6. The situation group: (a) wall; (b) corner; (c) door; (d) corridor](image)

Assuming that we have two planes including left plane (created by P2 and P3) and right plane (created by P1 and P4), any object of the situation group is able to be structured from these planes. Walls, corners, doors or corridors can be built from the planes in a manner as shown in Fig. 6.

When the robot has in front of his path an object of the situation group, it takes images like Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. Images of objects of the situation group: (a) slope wall; (b) right corner; (c) door; (d) corridor](image)

It is obvious that if P2 and P3 contain a plane, they have the same width, thus $\mu_{U_2}$ is equal to $\mu_{U_3}$. If P1 and P2 hold a plane, they have the similar height, so $\mu_{V_1}$ is equal to $\mu_{V_2}$.

In fact $\mu_{V_2}$ is not exactly equal to $\mu_{V_3}$ because of surface relief and noise of the OF processing. Therefore fuzzy inference logic is a good candidate for executing comparing operations such as “$\mu_{U_2}$ is approximately equal to $\mu_{U_3}$”.

The pyramid method allows determining the relatively slope degree of the planes based on the difference of mean values between the left side and right side. Then this information is used to distinguish an object of the situation group to others.

4.5. Algorithm of topological OF interpretation

The algorithm of topological optical flow (OF) interpretation is sketched in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8. Algorithm of topological OF interpretation](image)

In a first step the OF field (image) is divided into 4 parts. Then the mean values are computed. By comparing the mean values $\mu_{U_i}$ and $\mu_{V_i}$ of a part correlativey to those of other parts the biggest value of means is identified. This gives a candidate for the nearest obstacle in the field of view.

From the biggest part its neighbor parts are surveyed to estimate plane properties of them. The result of this estimation shows the biggest parts concerning nearest objects in the image.

After that a zooming-in to the biggest parts allows repeating the OF analysis at the next layer to estimate
more concretely the topographic structure of the
object. This can be repeated until reaching the
deepest layer L.

After identifying the nearest obstacles, elementary
situations of the situation group are built by the same
way mentioned as in paragraph 4.4.

Finally fuzzy distances of the nearest obstacles
and the elementary situation, which are linguistic
concepts such as “near”, “middle” and “far”, are
estimated.

5. Fuzzy implementation

5.1. Overview

The estimation of relative position of obstacles and
elementary situations from the surrounding
environment and the execution of primitive behaviors
is based on Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS). The
general structure of a FIS (Sivanandam et al., 2007)
as the basis for all implementations in this study is
sketched in Fig. 9.

It contains the classical function of fuzzy logic
systems such as a fuzzification interface transforming
the crisp inputs into a degree of matching with
linguistic values; a rule base unit containing a
number of fuzzy IF-THEN rules; a data base unit
including membership functions defined by fuzzy
sets; a decision-making unit performing the inference
operations on the rules; and a defuzzification
interface transforming fuzzy results of the inference
into a crisp output.

5.2. Implemented OFFIS

From the general structure of the FIS we continue to
consider membership functions and fuzzy rules of the
implemented FIS for optical flow classification
(OFFIS).

a. FIS of detecting plane

We consider plane(Pi,Pj) as a function of plane
property. When Pi and Pj own cooperatively a plane,
plane(Pi,Pj)=1, otherwise plane(Pi,Pj)=0.

The block diagram model of FIS of detecting
plane is shown in Fig. 10.

b. FIS of identifying slope degree of plane

The block diagram model of FIS of identifying slope
degree of plane is shown in Fig. 12.

Membership functions for identifying slope degree of plane are shaped like in Fig. 13.
We assume \( \text{slope-Fn} \) as a function expressing a slope degree of plane.

For example, \( \text{slope-Fn} = [3 \ 1] \) indicates a plane is very slope from the left side to the right side; When \( \text{slope-Fn} = [1 \ 1] \), it implies a plane is orthogonal to viewer.

Some of the fuzzy rules for identifying slope degree are shown as follows:

IF \( \mu \) of left plane is very bigger than \( \mu \) of right plane, 

THEN the plane is very slope from left to right, \( \text{slope-Fn} = [3 \ 1] \).

IF \( \mu \) of left plane is smaller than \( \mu \) of right plane, 

THEN the plane is slope from right to left, \( \text{slope-Fn} = [1 \ 2] \).

IF \( \mu \) of left plane is equal to \( \mu \) of right plane, 

THEN the plane is orthogonal to robot, \( \text{slope-Fn} = [1 \ 1] \).

The output of this FIS is the slope degree of plane.

c. FIS of detecting elementary situation

The block diagram model of FIS of detecting elementary situation is shown in Fig. 14.

Membership functions for detecting elementary situation are formed like in Fig. 15.

We suppose that a plane slope from the outer part of image to the centre is usual. On the contrary it is unusual.

Fuzzy rules for detecting elementary situation are depicted as in Tab.1.

**6. Results of OFFIS implementation**

**6.1. Simulation with synthetic images**

A first test of the implemented OFFIS algorithms has been performed with a simulated trajectory in a synthetic indoor environment, see room and...
trajectory map in Fig. 16 and a sample synthetic image in Fig. 17.

![Sample images](image)

Fig. 17. Simulation with synthetic images: (a) sample camera image, (b) optical flow field

Tab. 2. Some OF interpretation (OFFIS) results of simulation tests with synthetic images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Image input</th>
<th>Fuzzy output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Layer1: nearest object on lower left and right in middle distance; Layer2: nearest object on lower right in middle distance; Floor in front;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Layer1: nearest object on lower right in middle distance; Layer2: nearest object on lower right in middle distance; Front is a corner;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Layer1: nearest object on the left in very near distance; Layer2: nearest object on the left in very near distance; Front is a flat object;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Layer1: nearest object on lower left in near distance; Layer2: nearest object on lower left in near distance; Front is a flat object; Floor on the right;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Layer1: nearest object on lower right in near distance; Layer2: nearest object on lower right in near distance; Front is a flat object; Floor on the right;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Layer1: nearest object on lower left and right in middle distance; Layer2: nearest object on lower left and right in middle distance; Front is left slope wall;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reference room represents some ideal environment including normal objects such as walls, corners, doors as well as nonstandard round and square objects. The images have been generated with off-the-shelf rendering software POV-Ray (Persistence of Vision Ray-Tracer) (Plachetka, 1998).

The objective of these tests was a tuning of the inference systems (mainly membership functions) and testing of the FIS algorithms for different image views.

The robot (AMR) trajectory simulates a typical goto-XY behavior, where the OFFIS has to detect obstacles, candidates for bypass trajectories as well as candidate topological landmarks for global path planning. During moving the AMR mounted mono-camera takes images, like one shown in Fig. 17a. The size of the synthetic images is 120 x 160 pixels. The images are converted into OF images (ideal optical flow vectors with motion data from the rendering process) as depicted in Fig. 17b. The entire number of the OF vectors per image is 12 x 16, the number of the OF vectors for each quadrant in layer 1 is 6 x 8 and that of the OF vectors for each quadrant in layer 2 is 3 x 4.

Then the OF interpretation is performed with two layers (L=2) to determine fuzzy information of position of obstacles and elementary situation. With an AMD Athlon(tm) XP 2600+ 2.09GHz computer the processing time of OFFIS for detecting obstacles is 0.16s and for detecting elementary situations is 0.58s in simulation.

For some trajectory waypoints (red points in Fig. 16) the fuzzy interpretation results are shown as in Tab. 2. As can be seen from Tab. 2, the OFFIS works rather reliable and with absolutely useful conclusions for subsequent motion and path planning control tasks except for one waypoint, which is waypoint 3.

The reason for this false conclusion comes from the non compensated rotational motion, using no auxiliary sensor, in the optical flow due to the fast left turn at this waypoint. This negative effect is not at all surprising and it only confirms the need for some auxiliary sensor for detecting camera rotations and subsequent removal of the rotational OF component.

6.2. Experiment with real camera images in a real office environment

A testing under most realistic conditions of the OFFIS algorithms has been performed in a real office environment with real camera images. These tests include a real end-to-end performance test of the computer vision functions (optical flow computation) and topological optical flow classification (fuzzy inference, OFFIS) with all possible disturbance effects (lightning conditions, non-standard objects, image processing limitations, image noise etc.).

For the test the mono-camera (standard compact digital camera) was moved strictly forward (negligible rotation). The size of the experiment
image is 108 x 144 pixels, see sample image in Fig. 18a.

A 10 x 15 vectors optical flow field for each image pair has been produced by a 2D correlation block matching algorithm with 24 x 24 pixels window size, see sample OF field overlaid with the original image in Fig. 18b.

The total number of OF vectors for each image is 10 x 15. The number of OF vectors per quadrant in layer 1 is 5 x 8. The number of the OF vectors per quadrant in layer 2 is 3 x 4.

Tab. 3. Some OF interpretation (OFFIS) results of experiments with real images in a real office environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image input</th>
<th>Fuzzy output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Situation 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Layer1</strong>: nearest object is on upper left in middle distance <strong>Layer2</strong>: nearest object is on upper left in middle distance; Front is a door or corridor; Floor in front;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="100x100" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="100x100" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Situation 2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Layer1</strong>: nearest object is on lower left in near distance <strong>Layer2</strong>: nearest object is on lower left in near distance; Front is a door or corner; Floor in front;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="100x100" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="100x100" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Situation 3</strong></td>
<td><strong>Layer1</strong>: nearest object is on upper right and on upper left in middle distance <strong>Layer2</strong>: nearest object is on upper right in middle distance and on upper left in middle distance; Front is a door;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="100x100" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="100x100" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Tab. 3 are shown the OFFIS interpretation results for some typical situations, e.g. in situation 1 the robot goes along a corridor to a door without obstacle; in situation 2 it goes along a corridor, there is a chair considered as an obstacle on the left, in situation 3 it goes to a door without obstacle.

By applying the same rule base as tuned for the ideal environment with only a slight retuning the robot can detect the real environment with considerably reliable results.

In the three situations the robot goes straight, so the fuzzy results of the OF interpretation computed with two layers (L=2) are fully satisfactory, that means the robot recognized positions of the obstacles and the elementary situation with fuzzy distance in the office. The processing time of OFFIS for detecting obstacles is 0.16s and for detecting elementary situations is 0.62s with real images based on an AMD Athlon(tm) XP 2600+ 2.09GHz computer.

7. Conclusion

This paper has shown a bio-inspired approach for optical flow data interpretation based on fuzzy inference decision making for visual mobile robot navigation. The optical flow processing is based on the processing of regionally averaged optical flow patterns, a pyramid segmentation of the optical flow field allows a discrimination of topological and topographic environment details (topological structure from motion approach). A first performance evaluation of the fuzzy optical flow processing algorithms with navigation images from a monocamera in a simulated as well as in a real environment has shown a quite satisfactory performance, if the optical flow field contains no rotation components. This can be assured on a real robot, if some auxiliary sensor information for the measurement of rotational motion is used (e.g. gyroscope).

Currently the presented Optical Flow Fuzzy Inference System (OFFIS) is being integrated in a behavior based control system for closed loop testing of the visual navigation functions.
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